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Signal Interpretation for Monitoring and Diagnosis,
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Abstract—This paper discusses a method for fault detection and isolation in continuous dynamic systems. A key aspect of this approach is the
coupling of a qualitative diagnosis engine and a monitoring system that
computes symbolic feature values through a signal-to-symbol transformation on the continuously sampled measurement data. Signal analysis techniques with a sound statistical basis are employed to generate reliable symbolic data. The methodology is evaluated on the diagnosis of engineered
faults in the cooling system of an automobile engine that has been instrumented with temperature and pressure sensors. Results show the interdependency between modeling for diagnosis and the feature extraction system.
Index Terms—Fault diagnosis, feature extraction, instrumentation,
monitoring, symbolic signal analysis, transient analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Diagnosis of faults in engineering systems is the process of
detecting anomalous system behavior and isolating its cause.
This paper adopts a model-based approach to fault detection and
isolation (FDI) of continuous dynamic systems based on analytical redundancy techniques. The fault isolation algorithms
apply qualitative constraint analysis methods that effectively realize a parameter estimation scheme. Model parameters correspond directly to system components and estimated parameter
values that deviate from their expected values implicate the associated components. The qualitative approach avoids difficulties in the convergence, precision, and computational complexity of established numerical parameter estimation methods, especially when system behavior is nonlinear. Because qualitative
methods process input in symbolic form, a signal interpretation
step is required to compute symbolic feature values from continuously sampled data using signal-to-symbol transformation
techniques.
The current work focuses on the diagnosis of abrupt faults
that correspond to instantaneous and persistent parameter value
changes. Abrupt faults result in transient behavior of system
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variables, and transient analysis becomes critical for accurate
fault isolation [1]. It follows then that the symbolic representation of the observations must capture the transient dynamics.
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of T RANSCEND, a comprehensive model-based approach to diagnosis [1]. Vector u is the input to the physical process under diagnostic scrutiny, and vector
y is the set of observations made on the system. An observer
model (a set of differential equations) generates the expected
system behavior ŷ and an observer tracks the residuals r = y − ŷ
to correct for small deviations in the estimated state vector x̂
using a standard gain matrix scheme [3]. The residuals are also
input to the symbol generation unit that computes the symbols
for the diagnosis modules.

Fig. 1. T RANSCEND architecture.

The diagnosis model incorporates the dependency relations
between component parameters and the observed variables in
the form of a temporal causal graph (TCG), a directed graph
structure that captures algebraic and temporal constraints between system variables [1], [2]. Fault detection triggers a fault
isolation scheme that consists of hypothesis generation and hypothesis refinement. Hypothesis generation uses the diagnosis
model, m, and the symbolic residuals, rs , to generate a set
of hypothesized fault candidates, fh , from observed deviations,
and to predict behavior, p, for each fault candidate. During hypothesis refinement spurious candidates are eliminated from the
set by matching new observations against the predictions predictions to arrive at the final diagnosis result, fr .
The modeling methodology and diagnosis algorithms of
T RANSCEND have been described in other work [1], [2]. In this
paper, the monitoring component is described in the context of
experiments with a real testbed. Section II describes the signalto-symbol transformation methods used. Section III describes a
testbed constructed around the cooling system of an automobile
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internal combustion engine. Section IV presents experimental
results, and section V presents a summary and conclusions of
this work.
II. S IGNAL - TO -S YMBOL T RANSFORMATION
In the design of the signal-to-symbol transformation, the set
of symbols is determined by the hypothesis generation and refinement algorithms. The challenge is to design or select algorithms that compute these symbols from actual measurement
data.
A. Symbolic description of transient behaviors
Fault detection is the task of identifying deviating measurements while monitoring system behavior. A deviating measurement triggers the hypothesis generation process that takes as
input qualitative magnitude deviation values: normal, high, and
low, represented by the symbols “0”, “+” and “−” respectively.
The hypothesis generation algorithm then identifies a set of possible fault candidates and for each candidate computes a fault
signature for all measured variables. The signature is the prediction of signal behavior immediately after the point of failure
and is a tuple of magnitude and first and higher order derivative values expressed as “0”, “+” and “−” symbols. Conflicting
qualitative influences may lead to an unknown prediction for a
variable, indicated by the symbol “·”.
During hypothesis refinement the signatures are matched
against the symbolic signal features. In the present implementation these symbolic features include the qualitative magnitude
and slope values, where slope values are computed only after
an initial magnitude deviation has been detected. Higher order features are not computed, but T RANSCEND’s progressive
monitoring mechanism exploits higher order derivative values
in the signature based on the notion that as time progresses,
higher order derivatives will increasingly contribute to the description of the signal behavior [1]. Hypothesis refinement is
further enhanced if discontinuous changes in the signals can be
detected. An additional symbol, “?”, indicates an abrupt magnitude change in the signal.
The computation of the symbols listed above constitute the
signal-to-symbol transformation algorithms. The symbolic values are assigned based on signal statistics but do not have an
uncertainty factor or probabilistic attribute. The specific algorithms are discussed next.

tinuous changes has been studied from the viewpoint of local
frequency analysis as well as statistical hypothesis testing [4].
The experiments in this paper employ the hypothesis testing approach, where the signal is represented as a random process with
a known probability distribution. An abrupt change is modeled
as a change in a parameter value of the probability distribution. The signal is an independent random variable sequence
yk with probability density function pθ (yk ), where θ is the signal model parameter that is being monitored for change. The
abrupt change detection problem can be formulated as a multiple hypothesis testing problem. The change hypothesis, H1 , is
tested against the default hypothesis, H0 [6]:
(
H0 : θ = θ 0
H1 : θ = θ 1 ,
where θ0 and θ1 represent the parameter value before and after
the change, respectively. The central quantity in constructing
p (y)
the test statistic is the log-likelihood ratio, s(y) = ln pθθ1 (y) .
0
Pk
The cumulative log-likelihood ratio, Sjk = i=j si , (where
p

(y )

si = ln pθθ1 (yii ) and j, k define a discrete time window) shows
0
a negative drift before a change in θ, and a positive drift afterwards. This property is the basis for the CUSUM algorithm
with decision function Sjk . In diagnosis problem solving θ0 is
known, but the magnitude of the parameter change, and thus θ1 ,
is not known. For this case the decision function is modified to
use the maximum likelihood estimate of θ1 , and the resulting
algorithm is the Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) ([6]):
gk = max sup Sjk .
1≤j≤k θ1

The stopping rule is given by ta = min{k : gk ≥ h}, where ta
is the detection time and h is a predefined threshold.
Fig. 2 shows the GLR applied to a signal with additive noise.
A lower signal-to-noise ratio implies a longer delay in change
detection. A closed form expression for the decision function
for this change detection problem can be found in [4].
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B. Magnitude changes and discontinuities
Detecting a change in a signal implies the use of a decision
function to determine whether the signal is deviating from its
normal behavior or not. The decision function uses a threshold
that provides a design trade-off between sensitivity to changes
and the rate of false alarms of the detector. The threshold value
is typically based on the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal, and
the performance of the detector can be analyzed if the noise
model is known. In general it is not desirable to attenuate the
noise with a linear filter because that also smoothes nonlinear
transient dynamics such as discontinuities.
Because a threshold crossing does not preserve information on the nature of the change, the labeling of discontinuous changes must occur in parallel. The detection of discon-
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Fig. 2. Detection of a step change in a signal with a GLR detector, for two
levels of additive Gaussian noise. The change point is at n = 50.

C. Slope estimation
To design a slope estimator consider first the ideal discretetime differentiator with frequency response H(ejω ) = jω, for
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|ω| ≤ π. The filter that exhibits this response is noncausal and
has infinite length, and any practical slope estimator will be an
approximation of the ideal differentiator. The first-order difference operator, y 0 (n) = y(n) − y(n − 1), is an example of a
straightforward approximation. This operator has frequency response H(ejω ) = 1 − cos ω + j sin ω, which approximates the
ideal response for low frequencies (ω  π), but deviates significantly from the ideal filter when ω approaches π (e.g., [7]). The
accuracy of the estimator is improved by increasing the sampling rate. However, the main problem with the difference operator is the sensitivity to noise, a consequence of the strict highpass characteristic. For diagnosis, robust feature extraction is
crucial, and low sensitivity to noise is an important design goal
of the estimator. The solution taken here is to use a linear finite
impulse response filter that minimizes the noise power gain in
the derivative signal [8]. The coefficients for an unbiased minimum variance derivative estimate filter are found as the solution
of a linearly constrained least squares problem [9]. A filter with
more coefficients will have a more robust derivative estimate.
Higher order derivative estimation filters can be found in a similar way by modeling the signal as a piecewise polynomial with
the same degree as the order of the desired derivative.
Fig. 3 illustrates derivative estimation with the filter and the
first-order difference operator for a signal without and with
noise.
#!
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faults introduced in a controlled experiment will not permanently damage the device. Based on these considerations and
the available expertise and parts, an automobile internal combustion engine, specifically a Chevrolet V-8, was selected as the
device under test.
The diagnosis experiments discussed in this paper relate to
the engine cooling system. In an automotive cooling system
a liquid coolant is pumped through a pressurized closed loop
to remove heat from the engine block and dissipate it through
the radiator. A schematic of such a cooling system is shown
in Fig. 4. Fault detection and isolation in this system presents
a combined mechanical, thermal, and fluid flow problem, and
the diagnosis model captures mechanical, thermodynamic, and
hydraulic aspects of the cooling system operation. The model
includes the lower and upper hose, the radiator, the thermostat
and the pump as components that may fail, possibly in more
than one way. Each component has multiple model parameters
associated with it. The cooling system operation and the diagnosis model are described in detail in [4]. A number of faults
can be introduced into the cooling system without damaging the
engine, provided the temperature of the engine block does not
exceed certain limits. Examples are: thermostat failure (open
or closed), broken hose or failed hose connection, radiator leak,
pump or fan belt failure, and clogged radiator.
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Fig. 4. Engine schematic with sensor placement (T1, T2, P1, P2).
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B. Experimental Setup
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Fig. 3. Comparison of derivative estimation with a first-order difference operator, and an unbiased minimum variance derivative estimate filter (fU M V ).

III. E XPERIMENT D ESIGN AND T ESTBED
I MPLEMENTATION
A. Selection of the device under test
Evaluating T RANSCEND on a real system requires a device
under test that exhibits complex dynamic behaviors and provides challenges similar to those that might be encountered in a
complex industrial system. Knowledge about the system should
be sufficient so that a well defined dynamic model can be constructed. Practical considerations also demand that sensors introduced in the system will not affect its operation and that

The testbed is made up of the engine, bolted to a frame and
connected to an exhaust system, and an instrumentation system
that consists of a personal computer equipped with an internal
data acquisition board (Data Translation, DT3001-PGL), and
data acquisition software (Data Translation). A custom built
external enclosure provides connectors for the sensors and holds
a screw terminal interface to the data acquisition board. All
sensor leads are shielded to reduce electrical interference from
the ignition system. The coolant temperature and pressure are
measured at several places in the cooling system circuit (see
Fig. 4) and chosen by our expert for ease of sensor installation
and discriminating ability.
Two temperature sensors have been installed, one in the thermostat housing downstream from the thermostat (T1), and a
second in the intake manifold, just upstream from the thermostat (T2). T2 is close to the cylinder heads where the coolant
temperature is highest. The sensors are rugged transition joint
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probe type thermocouples with ungrounded junction and stainless steel sheath (Omega TJ-36CXSS-18U). Cold junction compensation circuitry for the thermocouples is built onto the screw
terminal. The response time for this thermocouple configuration, with both sensors immersed in coolant fluid, is in the order
of a few seconds, which is sufficient to capture the thermal transients.
Two pressure sensors have been installed, one in the intake
manifold next to the thermostat housing (P1), providing a pressure measurement immediately downstream of the thermostat,
and a second in the lower radiator hose immediately after the
radiator outlet (P2). The sensors are amplified voltage output
transducers, suitable for harsh environments, and measure absolute pressure up to 345 kPa (Omega PX176-050A5V). The
measurement bandwidth is 50 Hz, sufficient to capture the near
instantaneous pressure changes due to large leaks in the system.
Operable temperature range is up to 125 ◦ C with a temperature
compensated range up to 85 ◦ C.
During the experiments the engine is operated in steady state
and without load. It is assumed that faults are introduced after
the cooling system has reached a known steady state. Under this
condition the steady state values become the nominal values.
Fault isolation is currently performed off-line on collected data.
The sample time, 0.02 s, was established empirically. Symbolic
feature values are computed every second, thus subsampling the
actual sensor data. A median filter of length 5 is applied to all
signals to remove outliers.
IV. R ESULTS
The methodology described above is illustrated with two experiments. In each experiment a different type of coolant leak
fault is introduced by draining coolant from the system through
a valve. The model parameter associated with a leak fault is a
resistance, ‘Rleak ’. The lower hose of the cooling system is fitted with a T-junction coupling to which a valve can be attached.
A large leak, which mimics a hose puncture or a failed hose
connection, is created by using a high outflow lever operated
gate valve that can be opened and closed very fast. A small leak
is created by using a ball valve that can be controlled more precisely. A small leak in the lower hose is very similar to a leak in
the bottom of the radiator itself.
Fig. 5 shows the result of the large leak scenario. When the
valve is opened, coolant drains from the system very quickly.
The valve is closed again after a few seconds so that some
coolant remains in the system and overheating of the engine
is avoided. The transients that result from closing the valve are
ignored. Fig. 5(a) shows a graph of the measurement data during the transient. The rapid decrease in pressure and a slower
increase in temperature can clearly be seen. The level of physical detail in the model is such that a large leak corresponds to
a discontinuous pressure decrease, and thus should be captured
accordingly. Fig. 5(b) shows the output of the signal to symbol
transformation algorithms for the T RANSCEND diagnosis steps.
The steps to which these symbols correspond are indicated as
time points in the graphs of Fig. 5(a) also. The rate at which the
symbols are computed corresponds to the model, i.e., the signalto-symbol transformation is designed to detect a discontinuous
change within one T RANSCEND step. Step 0 is defined as the
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time at which the initial deviation is detected and hypotheses
generation is triggered. An abrupt change is detected in each
pressure signal during step 0 also. At step 1, slope detection
is triggered for the pressure signals and hypotheses refinement
is initiated which completes at step 2. Monitoring of a signal
is suspended when specific transient characteristics have been
detected, e.g. the signal is moving towards steady state, or certain second order phenomena have been detected. The stopping
conditions are evaluated on a per signal basis. In this example
monitoring is suspended earlier because of the dynamics that
result from closing the valve. Fig. 5(c) shows the fault isolation
results. The table shows the symbolic values for the measurement data at step 2 and the fault signatures of the remaining
fault candidates. Fault signatures for this example include up
to the second order derivatives. The diagnosis is accurate because it includes the actual fault Rleak −. The negative sign
indicates a decrease in the leak resistance, in effect, a decrease
from an infinitely high value when the valve is closed, to a finite
value when the valve is opened. Fault isolation also generated
one spurious candidate: Irad−out +, an increase in the radiator
outflow inertia, that cannot be distinguished from the true fault
with this set of observations. The complete hypothesis refinement process for this fault is described in [4].
Fig. 6 depicts the results for a small leak. No discontinuous change is detected at the point of failure, and the temperature measurements do not change significantly.1 The monitoring system is tuned so that a “0” slope symbol is generated
for an absolute slope value < 0.05 . With a derivative filter of
length 25 the derivative signal still takes quite long to converge
to this value since the derivative reaches 0 asymptotically. A
simple heuristic that requires consecutive derivative values to
fall within the threshold interval increases the sensitivity, and
the “0” slope symbol is first computed at step 15. The fault isolation results are less specific for this fault, additional discriminating information from the discontinuous behavior is lacking.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The development of a suitable testbed is vital to demonstrate
the utility of research results in monitoring and diagnosis of
complex dynamic systems. The study of qualitative analysis
methods that require symbolic feature values computed from
real data, and their comparison with predictions generated by
the model lead to new insights on model building and the use
of signal analysis algorithms. Sophisticated signal-to-symbol
transformation methods are critical to compute robust feature
values.
The experiments illustrate the interdependency of modeling
and instrumentation of a system under diagnostic scrutiny. A
parameter change that results in transients with dynamic effects
exceeding the measurement bandwidth of the system, should
correspond to a structural change in the model. A model switching approach will be incorporated into the diagnosis system by
considering hybrid modeling techniques that are being developed in other work [10]. Analysis of the model will then provide information on the appropriate signal-to-symbol transformation algorithms that should be applied to the signals, e.g.,
1 The system is in fact still moving towards steady state asymptotically, hence
the barely noticeable slope in the temperature data.
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Fig. 6. Fault detection and isolation for a small leak in the lower hose.

abrupt change detection should only be applied to those signals
where discontinuous changes can occur in the model.
T RANSCEND also allows for a systematic analysis of sensor
placement, based on evaluating the diagnosability of the model.
This analysis will be performed on the cooling system in future
work.
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